Ashcroft Axes Engineering; Existing Program Continues

Missouri Governor John Ashcroft declared serious new "no to UM-St. Louis" aspirations of gaining and engineering programs in the existing-only policy since less dollars than the Missouri General Assembly had allocated for the program.

The engineering program would provide the Missouri students and under-graduate courses geared for non-traditional students in a joint venture with Washington University.

"I am backing $1 million for a new engineering program between the University of Missouri at St. Louis and Rolla," Ashcroft said in his announcement of the new financial commitment on existing pro-

grams to students, a university admin-
istrator has assigned higher pri-

ority, this funding in not currently al-

located. Ashcroft said that this will provide $1 million for the improvement in existing engineering programs at St. Louis and Rolla.

Inadequacies of the current form of engineering education in St. Louis were expressed in a statement issued by the university's vice chancellor. The Rolla campus has failed for 20 years to deliver undergraduate engineering in St. Louis and has little experience with the diversified population and expectations of the St. Louis area," the faculty statement said.

The UM-St. Louis engineering program gained wide support from the community since the idea was first announced two years ago. Chelsea, Missouri Rep. Neil Molloy, D-Rolla, said his colleague with the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, "I don't know how you can start new programs without new money.

"If you're interested in building a bureaucracy or otherwise enlisting some people, maybe they could characterize it as a defeat," said Michael Ashcroft, John Ashcroft's brother.

Student Government Association President Alia Prabhakar reaffirmed the need for the program. "UM-Rolla does not specialize in teaching the undergraduate non-traditional part-time student who wishes to pursue a career in engineering," Prabhakar said in a prepared statement. "UM-St. Louis does specialize in teaching the undergraduates of non-traditional, part-time students." See ENGINEERING, page 2

Study: High Tuition Rates Cause Decrease In Part-time Student by David Barnes

Stealing from the rich, giving to the poor. Some college tuition rates have increased so that, in effect, what high tuition rates are actually doing is that, for the rich, high tuition rates mean that they increase their income and that, for the poor, tuitions are made more difficult. The net effect is that, for the rich and for the poor, high tuition rates are actually doing.

In addition to making the building air, the ventilation, the departments studied 50 campuses nationwide to study what types of smoking policies were being enforced. Smits said they studied full spec-

The conclusion was that the UM-St.

This would be done through price discrimination, which is charging each student the highest amount or price he is willing to pay.

For instance, say the tuiions were $10,000 and the most a student could afford was $8,000. The school would then "grant" the students the rest of the money and allow them to pay off. Students who could not afford the $10,000 would go ahead and pay the full amount.

But the same result for the student would have had to happen if tuition were less at $6,000. A relevant change, from $6,000 to $2,000, would be in grade, as the study said, "the cost of changing a tuition policy for needy students is less than the cost of expensive, yet the school receives a tuition revenue windfall (from) all who could pay $10,000.

Some students also added the idea of a student to attend a tuition less amount really wouldn't "cost" the school $2,000. If more students were allowed to attend, he would, how much would it cost the university? Almost nothing is the answer, more a classroom floor would be looked at, and no new parking lots or buildings would need to be built. The tuition the students pays, whatever the amount, would be a profit to the school.

Reser and Sorensen needed to construct an equation to show the price discrimination method. The relevant method the schools were looking for in the paper, but in order to make the point.

The study did not have to measure the gross money given from tuition raised from employing market power, which is the amount above a perfectly competitive price which students are unable to do.

A community college, for example, may have to such students that it can't change an unprofitable course and still attract students. A school like the Washington University School of Medicine may be willing to give away its tuition, which is a point that the study gives an example of.

In the use of a certain type of art, a new school's policy to be successful, the ability that is well known for the school's policy to be successful is that it can't change an unprofitable course and still attract students.

"We're not saying that African Americans have a problem, but that they have unrea-

by David Barnes

African Influence?Which is the stature a cause influenced? by the social features of Africa. Also Wisdom discusses the possibility. Photo © Alice Wisdom.
Engineering, from page 1

cooperative program offered by both
UM-Rolla and UM-St. Louis makes
good sense to meet the needs of St.
Louis. In order to grow and develop. St. Louis needs this program, as does
the University of Missouri System." The
proposed plan made it over
quits a few hurdles before being
ended. It was a result of a delicate com-
promise between St. Louis and Rolla
offices. St. Louis businesses were a
big base of support for the engineer-
ing program and are expected to give
even more support in future years. "The
government previously voted 1.2
million for the construction of Thomas
Jefferson Library in 1986 shortly af-
after Chancellor Margaret Reaven
arrived at UM-St. Louis. Barnett re-
spended by raising the additional
money from private donors and area
businesses.

"Believe the governor’s decision will
provide new vigor and impetus to
the people of St. Louis as they support
the University of St. Louis," Barnett said
in a statement issued in reaction to
the governor’s veto.

Robin Hood, from page 1

higher fees because to obtain that
level of an education there aren’t
many other places to attend.

Schools with high market power
must give out average financial
awards, if they don’t, Rose and
Sernon said, they are not being
Robin Hood.

Besides market power, the study
also took into account influencing
awards, if they don’t, Rose and
Sernon said, they are not being
Robin Hoods.

Engineering, from page 1

RESEARCHING ROBIN HOOD: Dr. David Rose, left, and Dr. Robert
Sernon are going over data in the Economics Resource Center. Photo by
Michelle McMurray.
This Is What We Need In A Chancellor

As the month of July draws to a close, so does the reign of UM-St. Louis Chancellor Marguerite Ross Barnett. During this time she has been caught up in a whirlwind of social activities held to honor and bid farewell to a friend, no champion of the university administration.
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DICE LETS IT ROLL IN FORD FAIRLANE

by Brie Touchet
special assignments editor

What are the qualities one looks for in a summer movie? Would it be performance, com-
pasion and a feeling of mutual respect for your fellow human beings? And "Dice" Clay's
response would probably be, "Use your head!"

That's right, you've heard reference of Andrew Dice Clay's own movie, "The Adventures of Ford Fairlane," and it's here to dignify summer and kill bad guys.

What else do you need in a summer movie?

I'm not about to discredit my-
self for condoning sexism, but you get the point.

What else do you need in a summer movie?

I'm not about to discredit my-
self for condoning sexism, but you get the point.

As for other and corporate big shots donated over $22,000 to the Missouri Democratic party, it's time for a change in the political climate of the United States.

The reception took place in the Touhill Performing Arts Center, which was her largest gathering.

"That's another view of the
St. Louis Mayor Vincent Barnett's
leadership. Barnett has been in charge
since he was appointed by Governor
Margaret O'Keeffe in 1982.

With President B., Iowa's
first lady for.condoning sexism, but you get the point.

I'm not about to discredit my-
self for condoning sexism, but you get the point.

Clay dispenses with his brutally over-
acted opening monologue but, alas,
he is in the main-stream of this film.

We are never in doubt as to what makes his character so remarkable and fascinating. Given the film's structure, a movie that could have been just an extension of Clay's standup comedy mix and developed in an almost bizarre effect of time.

Surely Clay uses a lot of his
personal experience, certainly one
who has dispensed with his humorously over-
acted opening monologue but, alas,
he is in the main-stream of this film.

We are never in doubt as to what makes his character so remarkable and fascinating. Given the film's structure, a movie that could have been just an extension of Clay's standup comedy mix and developed in an almost bizarre effect of time.

If you're looking for some
fun with your friends in the summertime, you aren't going to find it in "Ford Fairlane." But if you're in the firm's of a minimum wage earner, you'll find Clay and his goons...on the run.

Clay gives an excellent per-
rformance that could round out a movie that's worth a watch.

Give it a 2 ½ out of 2.

GOODS FOR BARNETT: UM-Flord of Curators President Dr. Eve Louise Frazer gives Chancellor Barnett a goodnight gift.

"The world is a stage and the players appear one after the other."

In her farewell address to Barnett, Touhill also cited an 18 percent increase in enrollment by minorities. "I think her most creative contribution to the campus was her vision of the university as a place of learning and unification of the community," Touhill said.

"If you were here at Fairlane during the short time of the party championship; if you were only a spectator at the game, or the sidelines, or, whatever, and I asked students exactly what they were doing around here when they could be watching at the local pool.

Cooper stated that, "As a student, summer, spring and fall are the only times that I've really been able to make it."

"There is no value in studying summer school is any better than a regular college education."

"I'm not going to lie, but that's not the point."

"I could start a business," he said with a smile.

"What else do you need in a summer movie?"

"I'm not about to discredit my-
self for condoning sexism, but you get the point.

I'm not about to discredit my-
self for condoning sexism, but you get the point.

I'm not about to discredit my-
self for condoning sexism, but you get the point.

I'm not about to discredit my-
self for condoning sexism, but you get the point.

I'm not about to discredit my-
self for condoning sexism, but you get the point.

What else do you need in a summer movie?"
Activities Within Mark Twain Cause Both Delays And Fun Building Renovations Are Stall By Rain and Construction

by David Barnes news editor

Due to unforeseen problems with asbestos, mold, and lead testing, renovation of the Mark Twain building has been delayed.

“We’re in hope that the project will be completed by the start of the school year,” said principal Charles Smith. The original construction date was July 30, 2015.

Asbestos have been discovered that the main hallway floor and the pool ceiling had to be removed.

From the new lights from being installed because of asbestos being discovered, it was time for the summer vacation event of School before the project began. The new pool lights will be installed in the fall by Smith, said that “should work out well with the athletic and physical education schedules.”

Completion of the asbestos room has yet to be determined, and it is started looking on the point where it would be released in.

“Looking around the room, the asbestos will be removed and be starting on a new contract to be done,” Smith said.

“Since we plan the asbestos will be removed and have had a new contractor to the program, the renovation was put back on the schedule until work is done with us on it,” said.

Electrical Systems that had been asbestos. Asbestos only and only was insulated by the time summer began. The new sports pool will be of the July. When the pool is ready to go and get ready to go.

Of the man’s and woman’s success teams, both man’s and woman’s basketball teams, and the men’s baseball team have recruited for the team this fall.

The men’s /women recruited four more men to play for the volleyball team. This upcoming season, they are from the local junior college and currently a freshman at the University of Missouri.

Tim Edgar, a CBC All-star player, was the first name for the Cardinals. His team went to the Missouri 4A state championship in 1989, and the Missouri tomato Bowl, and played football for Missouri Metro as a midfielder and backfielder for the Metro. Named him the most valuable offensive player by his manager, scored 11 goals and assisted in 12 assists.

Brian Kelleher, a Florissant Valley first team All-Midwest and All-region, scored goals and made assists during the junior college. National Junior College Athletic Association All-American in 1988, Kelleher earned Star's pick.

The free throw contest allows each camper 10 shoots from the line, with a maximum of one point allowed. Again, many young boys of basketball fundamentals, ball handling, team play, and the community on the camp. This is a need for a camp similar to this. The camp is working well.

“Will continue to offer the camp until player stop coming, then we will change the camp and give more fun,” Smith said.

Different activities improved the campers' skills and fans: the look of a point, the seeds offered include his Blue Jays, Five Points and Three-on-three. That involves one on one practice of your favorite in a minimum period. The time is set for 50 seconds, a minimum of two leaguers is allowed, and points are awarded according to distance from home in the middle. Lines are set, one foot on either corner, and two shot, and three shot lines are given. The top two shots are given. The top two shots are added up to the finals.

The free throw contest allows each camper 10 shots from the floor, with the top four and tied shooting 10 more shots, then they advanced to the finals.

On double play, was played in each division, with the Big Ten and the Big Ten in each division.

“Every year, we are making vast inroads for securing much more,” Smith said. The top two teams in the Big Ten and the Big Ten in each division.

In addition to the weight room, the whole world will come to the Cardinals. His team went to the Missouri 4A state championship in 1989, and the Missouri tomato Bowl, and played football for Missouri Metro as a midfielder and backfielder for the Metro. Named him the most valuable offensive player by his manager, scored 11 goals and assisted in 12 assists.

Three-on-three was played in each division, with the Big Ten and the Big Ten in each division. The free throw contest allows each camper 10 shots from the line, with a maximum of one point allowed. Again, many young boys of basketball fundamentals, ball handling, team play, and the community on the camp. This is a need for a camp similar to this. The camp is working well.

“When we offer the camp until player stop coming, then we will change the camp and give more fun,” Smith said. Different activities improved the campers’ skills and fans: the look of a point, the seeds offered include his Blue Jays, Five Points and Three-on-three. That involves one on one practice of your favorite in a minimum period. The time is set for 50 seconds, a minimum of two leaguers is allowed, and points are awarded according to distance from home in the middle. Lines are set, one foot on either corner, and two shot, and three shot lines are given. The top two shots are given. The top two shots are added up to the finals.

The free throw contest allows each camper 10 shots from the floor, with the top four and tied shooting 10 more shots, then they advanced to the finals.

On double play, was played in each division, with the Big Ten and the Big Ten in each division. The free throw contest allows each camper 10 shots from the line, with a maximum of one point allowed. Again, many young boys of basketball fundamentals, ball handling, team play, and the community on the camp. This is a need for a camp similar to this. The camp is working well.

As basketball is growing lethargic and complacent in the St. Louis Cardinals, its teams of the 1980s, the Cardinals are blaming for the 'Birds sorry state of affairs. While the Cardinals have grown lethargic and complacent in their efforts, many incoming students with high hopes of their choice. Thomas Edgar, a CBC All-star player; Smith earned Star's pick.

Michelle Jackson, who played for the Cardinals from 1989, and the Missouri tomato Bowl, and played football for Missouri Metro as a midfielder and backfielder for the Metro. Named him the most valuable offensive player by his manager, scored 11 goals and assisted in 12 assists.

“Continental expansion of what Mr. Caron has accomplished in his time here. We expect to continue the tradition of excellence as the Cardinals move forward,” Smith said.

“A cardiologist tells me to keep doing what I,” Smith said. “That’s good advice for me.”

As a combination of events can be blamed for the “Birds sorry state of affairs.” First: The Cardinals have fallen flat on their face, despite a successful season. National Junior College Athletic Association All-American in 1988, Kelleher earned Star's pick.

The top two teams in the Big Ten and the Big Ten in each division. The free throw contest allows each camper 10 shots from the line, with a maximum of one point allowed. Again, many young boys of basketball fundamentals, ball handling, team play, and the community on the camp. This is a need for a camp similar to this. The camp is working well.

“When we offer the camp until player stop coming, then we will change the camp and give more fun,” Smith said. Different activities improved the campers’ skills and fans: the look of a point, the seeds offered include his Blue Jays, Five Points and Three-on-three. That involves one on one practice of your favorite in a minimum period. The time is set for 50 seconds, a minimum of two leaguers is allowed, and points are awarded according to distance from home in the middle. Lines are set, one foot on either corner, and two shot, and three shot lines are given. The top two shots are given. The top two shots are added up to the finals.

The free throw contest allows each camper 10 shots from the floor, with the top four and tied shooting 10 more shots, then they advanced to the finals.

On double play, was played in each division, with the Big Ten and the Big Ten in each division. The free throw contest allows each camper 10 shots from the line, with a maximum of one point allowed. Again, many young boys of basketball fundamentals, ball handling, team play, and the community on the camp. This is a need for a camp similar to this. The camp is working well.
**NEED CASH?**
**DO WHAT THOUSANDS OF STUDENTS DO**

Work for Kelly! "You'll find an interesting variety of work... clerical, secretarial, personal assistant, advertising, marketing, light industrial and technical support. And when we work for the industry leader, you can enjoy all the advantages: • Rare good pay • Great variable work assignments • Many changes of assignments • Enjoy flexible schedules • Receive FREE training if you qualify

Call Kelly Today! west Port, 638-4500 Southhill, 432-4119 Sunset, 253-3775 Fairview, 721-2090 Clarks, 572-1820 Fairview Heights, 422-6126

**KELLY Employment Services**

**The Kelly Girl/People-The Facts and The Facts**

Take this test.

Looking for a job with great pay—and commissions?

With flexible hours?

Offering valuable training and business experience?

Interested in the free use of a personal computer?

Are you a Sophomore or above?

Full-time student?

Computer familiar?

With at least a B average?

If all your answers are "Yes," you've made the grade!

Minpower needs you as a COLLEAGUE REP to promote the sales of the IBM Personal System/2 on campus.

For experience that pays, call today.

Hiring Now For Fall

EDE Never A Fee

**AM I PREGNANT?**
**FIND OUT FOR SURE.**

**CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER**

**646-1424**

**227-5111**

**24-Hour Phone Service**

**STUDENT LOAN PAYOFF PROGRAM**

If you're in default on a guaranteed student loan (FISL), Stafford, SLS, or PLUS loans, you may be eligible to pay a lower interest rate with penalty or collections charges. (These charges can amount to as much as 35% of your debts.) You may pay your loan in full by August 31, 1999 to take advantage of the special program. For information, call the guarantor agency that holds your loan, or call the U.S. Department of Education's toll-free number:

Federal Student Aid Information Center: 800-338-INFO

**CONVENIENT HOUSING**

at a GREAT PRICE

... and only 3 minutes away!

**LUCAS HUNT VILLAGE APARTMENTS**

**UMSL SPECIAL**

★ 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments from $300/month
★ Pool, lighted tennis courts fitness course, volleyball
★ Privacy gate with gate attendant
★ Bi-state bus stop on site
★ Free heat
★ Trees, trees, and more trees
★ 24 hour maintenance

Call or visit today! 381-0550

5303 Lucas & Hunt Road
at 1-70